Annexure - I
The elementary features of the revised payment terms are as follows:
a) Need for Unbundling of Activities performed by the SI- As per the proposed
payment terms, the services being provided by the SI are being un-bundled into:
 Material Supplied: Example- Hardware Procurement and commissioning for
SDC/ DR/ Police Station & Higher Offices.
 Output based contract: Example- Data Digitization, Capacity Building,
Trainings etc.
 Outcome based contract: Example- CAS customization.
The un-bundling becomes necessary to de-link the
payment
milestones from go-live and to make sure that SI gets paid for whatever it
delivers and commissions.
b) Penalty Clause- The Payment terms also include a penalty clause, meaning, if
they don't deliver by a stipulated date, they can be penalized up to 10% of the
amount due (to be paid to the SI) on that particular date.
c) Need for deployment of more resources- Now that the project implementation
is expected be done in an accelerated manner, SIs need to put in more
resources at the earliest. To meet the demand of the project, SIs will have to
finish all implementation activities latest by the stipulated timeline (31st Aug
2013).
The revised payment terms are given below:
S.
No.
1

2

3

Payment Head
Advance
Payment
Site Preparation
(Including
Electrical
fittings,
Earthing, LAN
cabling,
Furniture etc)
Hardware for

Payment Terms (Milestones)#

Type of
Contract

Payment
Frequency

The Advance payment clause will
remain as Specified in the
RFP/Contract between the SI and
the State

NA

One Time (if
applicable)

Payment to be made monthly on
a pro-rata basis for the number of Output
Sites prepared and audited by the Based
State/SPMU/Any other agency Contract
specified by the State
1. 65%

-

on

Delivery

Monthly - Prorata

& Material Monthly – Pro-

S.
No.

Payment Head
PS/HO
(PC,
UPS,
Printer,
Electronic Pen,
digicam etc)

2.
3.

1.

2.
4

Hardware
Genset

–
3.

1.

2.
5

Data Centre

6

Disaster
Recovery
Centre

Type of
Payment
Contract
Frequency
Commissioning of all line Supplied
rata
items (except Genset).
Contract
35% would be retained and
paid when go-live happens
Payment to be made Monthly
on a pro-rata basis on the
items
delivered
and
commissioned with offline
CAS application.
65%
on
Delivery&
Commissioning of Gensets /
inverters.
35% would be retained and
Material
paid when go-live happens
Monthly - ProSupplied
Payment to be made Monthly
rata
Contract
on a pro-rata basis on the
items
delivered
and
commissioned with offline
CAS application.
65% payment on delivery &
Commissioning of Hardware
for DC.
35% would be retained and
paid when go-live happens
Material
On Delivery &
SI to provide undertaking Supplied
Commissioning
stating that any movement of Contract
installed/commissioned
hardware (if required) will be
taken up without any
additional cost.
65% payment on delivery &
Material
Commissioning of Hardware
On Delivery &
Supplied
for DR.
Commissioning
Contract
35% would be retained and

Payment Terms (Milestones)#

3.

1.

2.

S.
No.

7

Payment Head

Data
Digitization and
Data Migration

8

Training- CB and
Change
Management

9

Customization
of CAS

10

Handholding

Payment Terms (Milestones)#

Type of
Contract

Payment
Frequency

paid when go-live happens
3. SI to provide undertaking
stating that any movement of
installed/commissioned
hardware (if required) will be
taken up without any
additional cost.
1. 65%On
Digitization/Migration
of
complete Data.
2. 35% would be retained and
paid when go-live happens

Output
On Digitization
Based
& Validation
Contract
Payment to be made on a
monthly basis on the quantum of
Data Digitization/Data Migration
completed.

1. 100% payment – pro-rata for
each trainee who has passed
the training assessment.
2. Payment to be made on a
monthly
basis
on
the
quantum of personnel trained
1. 15% on Vetting of FRS, SRS
and Gap analysis document.
2. 35% on completion of Design
and Coding.
3. 35% on completion of System
Integration Testing and User
Acceptance Testing.
4. 15% on Final Delivery.
Handholding term shall start from

Outcome
Monthly - ProBased
rata
Contract

Outcome
Based
Contract

On
Deliverables

NA

For a period of

S.
No.

Payment Head
Support

11

Warranty
against
hardware
software

Payment Terms (Milestones)#

Type of
Contract

Payment
Frequency
6 months/12
months
(if
single support
is deployed for
two sites), as
applicable

NA

NA

1st April 2013 as per existing
terms of contract for sites which
are already on-line. For those
sites that will come on-line after
1st April, then handholding
support will start to assist the
office as and when commissioned
or as per the requirements of the
Nodal Officer.
The warranty for the hardware
and and software installed will start
form the date of commissioning.

System Integrator shall be
penalised, if he fails to deliver on
the due dates of 30th June 2013
and 31st August 2013. Penalty
12 Penalty Clause
shall be to the tune of 10% of the
Amount of payment due on a
particular date (30th June 2013 or
31st August 2013)
# Wherever 10% of the implementation cost is given as mobilization payment, all payments
should be calculated at 90% of the total implementation cost.

Annexure - II
The justification for the change in payment terms is as follows:
a) Slow progress by SIs and need for Delinking of SI payment terms from Go-Live
– as per the current payment terms, the SI would be paid for the Go-live for
completing the entire work for all the police stations and higher offices in a
district. This would imply that even if one police station or higher office is not
commissioned (site preparation, data digitisation for 10 years, network
connectivity to be supplied by BSNL, customised CAS to be installed) under any
circumstances then the entire district payment would be held up. Thus as per
the existing clauses in the SI agreement, the SI can be released a payment only
when a particular milestone is met, i.e. specific numbers of districts to Go-Live.
It needs to be pointed out here that Go-live of sites has dependencies on a lot
of components, like Data Digitization, Deployment of Hardware, Network
Commissioning and CAS customization etc; not all of which fall under the
purview of the System Integrator. The concept of de-linking the SI payment
from Go-live shall ensure that even if few of the activities (having dependencies
on other/external agencies) are not fully completed, SI can still be paid.
b) Delay in CAS- A key reason for adopting the proposed payment terms is that
CAS development has been delayed and hence its customization by the SI
cannot be linked with payment milestones of the SI. CAS release to States/UTs
has dependency on development & debugging by the Software Development
Agency (SDA) and subsequent testing and certification by STQC. CAS handover
to States has been delayed because of un-foreseen reasons on account of the
SDA and STQC certification and the process of STQC certification is likely to take
a couple of more months. The certified version of CAS shall later on be shared
with the SIs which can be customized as per States' needs. Till that time, the SIs
shall need to work on uncertified version of CAS. Hence even if the SI were to
complete his work in a district due to the non-availability of CAS for
customisation he would not be able to get any payment.
c) SI's need steady Cash-flow for reduction in timelines for rollout- SIs in the
various review meetings at the Center that their slow progress can be attributed
to the fact that very few payments have been made by the State/UTs to them in
spite of the SIs incurring huge expenditure on procurement of hardware for
sites. The roll out plan shared with States is based on implementation
completion at a specific number of locations and not on Go-Live of districts with

customized CAS. This roll-out plan had compressed the implementation
timelines from 18 months to 6-9 months duration. With the compressed
timelines, SIs shall need to complete a greater number of activities but in a
reduced time interval. SIs would also be required to invest more money for
procurement and commissioning of hardware and other infrastructure
components across all locations by 31st August 2013. To do so, the SI will need
enough cash-flow, so that they can meet their costs. If the SI does not get paid
for what they deliver and commission, they might not be able to complete
implementation across all the locations and meet the specified timelines.
Hence, the payment is proposed to be made in a staggered way, without
necessarily having to wait for the specific number of districts to go-live by a
particular date.
d) Provision of VSATs in some Police Stations - Over 817 police stations need
VSAT connectivity which the BSNL would need to provide. However the solution
of the BSNL to provide it through the IPStar satellite of M/s Thaicomm was not
accepted as it would be a security risk. This has perforce led to a revision of the
approach as Indian satellites would need to be used and the line of action needs
to be approved and even after approval, the lead time is not less than 6 months.
Hence non-provision of network connectivity in one police station in a district
would lead to non-payment as per the current payment terms to the SI and the
VSAT problem would impact atleast 100 districts. The BSNL has been able to set
up the VPN over Broad Band connections very quickly as the required
infrastructure was completely internal to them however in over 10% of the
sites, which need to be setup using the State Wide Area Network (SWAN)
through the local SWAN operator there are significant obstacles which have
come up and need to be addressed through greater coordination with other
agencies including the district administration. It is anticipated that there would
be delay in this case also for which the SI would be denied payment as the
network connectivity would not be completed.
e) Low Utilization of Funds- The utilization of the funds released to the State/UTs
is very poor, due to which MHA has not been able to release fresh funds to the
State/UTs in line with the MoF instructions. As has been pointed out previously,
there is very less off take of funds by SIs, the States are having heavy cash
balances to the tune of Rs. 250 crores. In case a revised payment schedule is

approved, this would also allow the State/UTs to release funds to the SIs and
hence improve their utilization. This would enable MHA to release more funds
in line with its budget estimates and the projected expenditure plans.
f) Execution of other activities- The States/UTs not only need to complete the
project as per the revised timelines, but also need to start implementing other
activities like
o Provision of CCTNS hardware and infrastructure across CIPA Phase II and
III Sites
o Inclusion of new Police Stations/ Higher offices set up across the country
post 31st Mar 2011
o Implementation of Specialized Solutions and infrastructure components
Unless the current CCTNS project plan is completed on time, Ministry shall not be able
to begin work on these enhancement initiatives.

